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Cardiometabolic diseases (CMDs) are now one of the most widespread diseases and 

the first cause of mortality and morbidity worldwide. They are characterized by increased 

body fat content, hypertension and insulin resistance, for which the genetic basis is poorly 

understood. In this context, identifying the genetic determinants of intermediary phenotypes 

such as metabolomic traits represents a key research strategy. 

Recent high-throughput technologies have allowed the fields of genomics and 

metabolomics to identify, in parallel, risk factors for common human diseases. In this study 

we performed mQTL (metabolomic quantitative trait locus) analysis of the 5 tissues 

metabolome (heart, aorta, brain, liver and peri-fat) in the HXB/BXH rat panel, in order to 

identify genetically-determined metabotypes associated with CMDs. 

Extraction and metabolic profiling by Ultra-Performance Liquid Chromatography 

coupled with mass spectrometry (UPLC-Q-ToF) of theses 5 tissues were performed. 4 

biological replicates of each of the 30 HXB/BXH recombinant inbred (RI) strains were used. 

These MS-derived tissue-specific metabotypes were mapped onto the genome by QTL 

mapping to identify CMD heritable metabotypes and their associated single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs).  



Untargeted UPLC-Q-ToF based metabolic profiling of the 5 tissues provides highly 

complex metabolic signatures of lipids and polar metabolites among RI rat strains. For 

example for the heart and liver analysis, following processing with xcms and normalisation, 

58,000 metabolic features were obtained with 15,840 in common. After filtering, only 5,001 

compounds for the liver and 4,501 for the heart with 2,232 in common were considered as 

real compounds (adducts and isotopes). Computing mQTL mapping of lipid and polar 

metabolic phenotypes resulted in the identification of genetically-determined metabotypes 

(GDMs) with heritabilities ranging from 0.08 to 0.9 and highly polygenic regulated. Out of 

the 880 and 2,000 mQTLs respectively detected for the heart and liver, 250 and 1,250 mQTLs 

were co-localised with physiological QTLs (pQTLs).  

Finally, this method permitted to identify mQTLs associated with lipids and co-

localising with high blood pressure or level of lipids in plasma, which suggest that this is the 

key genetic loci underpinning differences in cardiomyocytes and hepatocytes metabolism in 

the rat contributing to cardiometabolic diseases. Moreover, one of the identified metabolites, 

the N-methyl-4-pyridone-3-carboxamide is not detectable in the liver of the hypertensive 

genetically RI rats. This compound maps in a region of where a candidate gene variant can be 

found: Aox1 (ADO_RAT). This gene, which encodes for aldehydeoxidase, is involved in the 

Nicotinamide pathway and a non-synonymous mutation (predicted deleterious). The latest is 

identified at this locus, and can explain the disappearance of the 4PY for the hypertensive RI 

rat strains. This result has a very high capacity for a better understanding of the CMD. 

 Overall, QTL mapping of tissue metabotypes demonstrates a strong potential to study 

the genomic basis of cardiometabolic diseases for novel biomarker and disease mechanism 

discovery.  
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